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1 It is important to bear in mind, however, that many “black suburbs” are simply smaller, high-poverty 
cities located near large cities (e.g., Camden, NJ and East St. Louis, IL; Massey & Denton, 1993). Areas 
that experienced substantial growth in black populations during this second phase of metropolitan change 
also tended to be older, “inner-ring” suburbs that were poor, experiencing social and economic decline, and 












































































































































































































































































































Total Population Percent White







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































School#District#Characteristics# $ $ $ $
%#Black/Hispanic# #######90.002~# #######90.001# ########0.000# ######90.001***#
%$ESL$ $$$$$$$Z0.003$ $$$$$$$Z0.003$ $$$$$$$Z0.002$ $$$$$$Z0.001$
%$free$lunch$ $$$$$$$$0.003**$ $$$$$$$$0.003**$ $$$$$$$$0.003**$ $$$$$$$0.004***$
Academic$profile1$ $$$$$$$$0.099***$ $$$$$$$$0.062***$ $$$$$$$$0.062***$ $$$$$$$0.068***$
Spending$/pupil$($1000s)$ $$$$$$$$0.003$ $$$$$$$$0.002$ $$$$$$$$0.002$ $$$$$$Z0.001*$
Tax$rate2$ $$$$$$$Z0.003*$ $$$$$$$Z0.003***$ $$$$$$$Z0.002**$ $$$$$$Z0.006***$
$ $ $ $ $
Home#Characteristics# $ $ $ $
Home$age$ $ $$$$$$$Z0.001**$ $$$$$$$Z0.001**$ $$$$$$$0.000$
Square$feet$(100s)$ $ $$$$$$$$0.002***$ $$$$$$$$0.002***$ $$$$$$$0.002***$
Lot$size$(acres)$ $ $$$$$$$$0.220**$ $$$$$$$$0.204**$ $$$$$$$0.160***$
#$full$baths$ $ $$$$$$$$0.051***$ $$$$$$$$0.049***$ $$$$$$$0.057***$
#$half$baths$ $ $$$$$$$$0.040***$ $$$$$$$$0.036***$ $$$$$$$0.028***$
#$fireplaces$ $ $$$$$$$$0.057***$ $$$$$$$$0.049***$ $$$$$$$0.040***$
Assessor$grade3$ $ $$$$$$$$0.048***$ $$$$$$$$0.042***$ $$$$$$$0.047***$
Medium/heavy$traffic$ $ $$$$$$$Z0.039$ $$$$$$$Z0.033$ $$$$$$Z0.023$
$ $ $ $ $
Neighborhood##
Characteristics#
$ $ $ $
%$Black/Hispanic$ $ $ $$$$$$$$0.000$ $$$$$$$0.000$
Med.$househld$inc.$($1000s)$ $ $ $$$$$$$$0.001***$ $$$$$$$0.001***$
%$homes$nonZwork$inc.4$ $ $ $$$$$$$$0.001*$ $$$$$$$0.001***$
%$children$private$schools$ $ $ $$$$$$$$0.000$ $$$$$$$0.000$
%$homes$schoolZage$children$ $ $ $$$$$$$$0.000$ $$$$$$$0.000$
%$adults$college$grads$$ $ $ $$$$$$$$0.001***$ $$$$$$$0.003***$
$ $ $ $ $
Constant$ $$$$$$13.295***$ $$$$$12.348***$ $$$$$$12.238***$ $$$$$12.343***$





















School#District#Characteristics# $ $ $ $
%#Black/Hispanic# #######90.002# #####90.002**# #######90.003**# ######90.001***#
%$ESL$ $$$$$$$Z0.001$ $$$$$Z0.007$ $$$$$$$Z0.007$ $$$$$$Z0.001$
%$free$lunch$ $$$$$$$Z0.001$ $$$$$$$0.000$ $$$$$$$$0.001$ $$$$$$$0.004***$
Academic$profile1$ $$$$$$$$0.094*$ $$$$$$$0.038$ $$$$$$$$0.037~$ $$$$$$$0.068***$
Spending$/pupil$($1000s)$ $$$$$$$$0.001$ $$$$$$$0.001$ $$$$$$$$0.000$ $$$$$$Z0.001*$
Tax$rate2$ $$$$$$$Z0.003$ $$$$$$Z0.004***$ $$$$$$$Z0.004***$ $$$$$$Z0.006***$
$ $ $ $ $
Home#Characteristics# $ $ $ $
Home$age$ $ $$$$$$$0.000$ $$$$$$$$0.001$ $$$$$$$0.000$
Square$feet$(100s)$ $ $$$$$$$0.002***$ $$$$$$$$0.002***$ $$$$$$$0.002***$
Lot$size$(acres)$ $ $$$$$$$0.019$ $$$$$$$$0.019$ $$$$$$$0.160***$
#$full$baths$ $ $$$$$$$0.027~$ $$$$$$$$0.027~$ $$$$$$$0.057***$
#$half$baths$ $ $$$$$$$0.021$ $$$$$$$$0.021$ $$$$$$$0.028***$
#$fireplaces$ $ $$$$$$$0.036~$ $$$$$$$$0.034~$ $$$$$$$0.040***$
Assessor$grade3$ $ $$$$$$$0.095***$ $$$$$$$$0.093***$ $$$$$$$0.047***$
Medium/heavy$traffic$ $ $$$$$$Z0.010$ $$$$$$$Z0.012$ $$$$$$Z0.023$
$ $ $ $ $
Neighborhood##
Characteristics#
$ $ $ $
%$Black/Hispanic$ $ $ $$$$$$$$0.001$ $$$$$$$0.000$
Med.$househld$inc.$($1000s)$ $ $ $$$$$$$$0.000$ $$$$$$$0.001***$
%$homes$nonZwork$inc.4$ $ $ $$$$$$$$0.001$ $$$$$$$0.001***$
%$children$private$schools$ $ $ $$$$$$$$0.002~$ $$$$$$$0.000$
%$homes$schoolZage$children$ $ $ $$$$$$$$0.000$ $$$$$$$0.000$
%$adults$college$grads$$ $ $ $$$$$$$$0.000$ $$$$$$$0.003***$
$ $ $ $ $
Constant$ $$$$$$13.092***$ $$$$$11.818***$ $$$$$$11.788***$ $$$$$12.343***$














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Percentage of Each Race in 1999


































































































53.2%$ 79.5%$ 86.5%$ 79.7%$
*p<.05$$***p<.01$$***p<.001$
$
&
The$Value$of$Housing$and$School$Districts:$Where$Tangible$and$Intangible$Factors$Collide$$
And$finally,$qualitative$interview$data$of$300$local$officials,$educators,$and$parents$in$
Nassau$County$reveal$that$“intangible”$factors$such$as$a$school$district’s$reputation$and$
desirability$matter$a$great$deal$to$those$with$“tangible”$resources$to$bring$to$a$school$district.$
This$finding$demonstrates$the$extent$to$which$the$“value”$of$places$–$particularly$communities$
and$their$public$schools$ZZ$and$home$buyers$who$have$the$economic$(tangible)$resources$to$have$
choices$of$where$to$live$are$highly$sensitive$to$the$intangible$reputation$and$status$of$the$people$
who$live$there$and$their$public$schools.$
This$is$not$to$say$that$the$tangible$distinctions$across$school$districts$with$varied$
reputations$are$not$real$and$meaningful$–$they$are.$But)our)inGdepth)interview)data)suggest)that)
there)are)moments)in)which)the)respondents)see)the)gaps)between)the)reputations)and)reality;)
between)the)intangible)and)tangible.$$These$gaps$provide$the$instances$where$we$can$better$
understand$both$the$fragility$and$the$necessity$of$the$iterative$relationship$between$tangible$
and$intangible$factors.$For$in$those$moments,$when$respondents$question$their$own$
understandings$of$place$and$value,$they$are$quick$to$reseal$the$relationship,$that$is,$the$positive$
correlation,$between$intangible$and$tangible$factors$that$serves$to$maintain$the$status$quo$and$
makes$boundary$maintenance$so$important.$
The$first$of$the$two$clearly$defined$themes$within$the$data$is$“When$the$Reputation$of$
Place$Precedes$It,”$which$explores$the$multiple$ruptures$within$the$otherwise$strong$positive$
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relationship$between$tangible$and$intangible$factors$that$make$a$place$and$school$district$what$
it$is.$It$turns$out$that$the$interview$data$include$a$fair$number$of$instances$in$which$respondents$
suggest$that$the$reputation$of$a$community$or$district$is$exaggerated$or$questionable$based$on$
their$interpretation$of$the$tangible$information.$$
The$second$clearly$defined$theme$is$“When$Location,$Location,$Location$Means$
Association,$Association,$Association,”$which$illustrates$the$powerful$relationship$between$the$
desirability$of$a$certain$place$or$school$district$and$the$status$of$the$people$who$live$there$and$
send$their$children$to$those$schools.$At$some$level,$the$reputation$of$a$place$may$be$as$
dependent$on$who$else$is$there$as$it$is$on$specific$resources$or$opportunities.$This$process$of$
association$can$easily$feed$processes$of$segregation$and$stratification.$
When)the)Reputation)of)Place)Precedes)It)
Strongly$related$to$the$survey$responses$described$above,$the$interview$data$clearly$
points$to$“recommendation,$reputation$and$wordZofZmouth$shared$understandings”$as$key$
reasons$why$people$with$resources$and$choices$move$where$they$do$in$Nassau$County.$$Yet,$
what$is$interesting$about$our$interview$data$with$respondents$who$live$and$work$in$the$more$
affluent$and$privileged$areas$of$Nassau$County$–$be$they$educators,$local$officials,$realtors$or$
recent$home$buyers/renters$–$is$that$there$are$often$moments$in$which$they$question$the$
voracity$of$their$district’s$good$reputation$and$its$effects$on$the$local$housing$market.$However,$
they$frequently$shift$back$to$defending$their$district$and$its$reputation$by$noting$one$or$more$
dimensions$of$the$“quality”$of$people$who$live$there$as$a$justification$for$the$reputation.$This$
also$relates$to$the$second$theme$below,$
Interestingly$enough,$these$same$respondents$also$voice$concern$or$dismay$about$the$
lack$of$racial$and$ethnic$diversity$in$these$highZstatus$districts$and$schools,$noting$that$such$
diversity$is$more$representative$of$the$“real$world.”$Still,$status$and$reputation$–$especially$as$it$
corresponds$to$the$status$of$the$residents$who$live$there$–$trumps$“reality”$or$any$doubts$about$
the$tangible$factors$or$the$downsides$of$racial/ethnic$and$socioeconomic$homogeneity.$In$the$
end,$what$people$think$about$a$place$is$as$important$(sometimes$more$so)$as$what$the$place$
actually$is.$$
$$ Our$interview$with$a$white,$upperZmiddle$class$parent$who$is$one$of$the$leaders$of$the$
districtZwide$PTA$in$the$affluent$school$district$in$which$she$and$her$husband$bought$an$
expensive$home$10$years$ago,$exemplifies$one$example$of$this$theme.$During$the$course$of$her$
interview,$she$questioned$many$aspects$of$the$“quality”$of$the$educational$system$in$her$
district,$but$she$did$not$question$the$fact$that$most$people$perceive$the$district$to$be$very$good$
and$that$those$with$the$resources$to$live$there$will$pay$for$the$expensive$housing$and$the$
property$taxes$that$come$with$it.$She$noted$that$she$thinks$most$people$move$there$for$the$
schools$and$the$community:$
My$husband$grew$up$in$the$next$town$over,$and$I$think$he$
always$felt$like$this$was$better.$$I$don’t$know$why.$$I$just$think$its$
reputation$precedes$it.$$I$think$that$many$people$believe$that$
and$I$think$historically$they$look$to$what$they’ve$heard$more$so$
than$anything$else.$$I$don’t$know$how$much$research$is$actually$
out$there$that$says$this$is$so$much$better$than$that.$$I$think$it$
was$really$the…I$like$the$location.$$
$ This$nowZstayZatZhome$mother$of$four$schoolZage$children$has$a$background$in$science,$
and$her$critique$of$the$school$system,$especially$the$science$curriculum,$were$scattered$
throughout$the$interview$in$bits$and$pieces$amid$her$understanding$that$people$go$to$great$
lengths$and$pay$a$great$deal$of$money$to$live$here.$Thus,$she$seems$conflicted,$noting$that$the$
reputation$of$the$public$schools$may$be$overblown$and$not$grounded$in$the$dayZtoZday$reality$of$
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what$students$are$exposed$to$in$their$classes.$For$instance,$she$said$that$despite$“everyone’s”$
perception$that$the$curriculum$in$this$district’s$schools$is$rigorous,$she$she$did$not$see$that$in$
what$her$own$children$experienced.$She$said,$“…everyone’s$like$there’s$so$much$homework,$
there’s$so$much$homework,$but$I$don’t$feel$that$way.$$I$don’t$think$it’s$that$rigorous,$but$that’s$
not$what$I$hear.$$There$are$a$lot$of$parents$that$think$it$is$too$much,$too$much,$and$I$don’t.”$
She$did$note,$however,$that$she$thinks$her$children’s$elementary$school$is$a$“happy$
place”$and$that$the$teachers$are$“very$devoted$and$dedicated.”$At$the$same$time,$she$said$the$
curriculum$“is$what$it$is”$and$thus,$“$There$probably$is$room$for$improvement$in$it.$$I$think$the$
science$is$lacking.$$I$have$a$science$background,$and$I$feel$like$if$I$learned$the$water$cycle$one$
more$time…”$$
This$mother$also$discussed$many$of$the$nonZschool$factors$that$draw$people$to$this$
community,$including$geographic$location,$easy$access$to$transportation,$and$the$aesthetic$
beauty$of$the$“place.”$But$she$frequently$circled$back$to$talk$about$the$public$schools$and$their$
strong$reputation,$which$she$simultaneously$doubts$and$embraces:$$
The$schools$were$always$just$considered$fine,$great.$I$don’t$
know,$they$were$number$one$at$one$point$and$I$think$that$
carried$through.$$Everyone$still$kinda$thinks$that.$$I$don’t$know$if$
it’s$very$true,$but$it$was$a$huge$factor$in$our$consideration$and$I$
think$that$you$will$find$that$many,$many$people$that$are$coming$
now,$moving$into$the$town,$will$say$that’s$the$motivation$to$
come...$
$ In$a$similar$vein,$we$see$many$instances$in$which$people$put$a$lot$of$time,$energy$and$
resources$into$being$in$the$“right”$school$districts$based$on$recommendation,$reputation$and$
wordZofZmouth$shared$understandings.$$Thus,$there$were$many,$many$instances$in$which$
respondents$questioned$the$tangible$price$or$the$market$“value”$of$the$property$and$houses$in$
a$particular$school$district,$noting$that$outside$of$this$district$context,$the$prices$people$pay$for$
certain$houses$are$completely$out$of$line$with$the$tangible$dimensions$of$their$purchase.$As$the$
superintendent$of$one$of$the$most$highly$ranked$school$districts$(according$to$test$scores,$
graduation$rates$and$college$acceptances)$noted:$
You$move$to$[this$district]$for$one$reason.$$Very$frankly$you’re$not$
moving$here$because$the$house$that$you’re$paying$$800,000$for$is$
particularly$pretty…$$it’s$not$a$particularly$big$house$or$pretty$
house.$$You’re$moving$here$to$send$your$kids$here$to$school…$My$
guess$is$I$would$show$you$an$$800,000$house$that$you$would$be$
unimpressed$with.$$You’d$say,$‘My$God$for$$800,000$I’m$not$buying$
that.’$
$ Later$in$the$interview,$this$superintendent$also$noted,$in$commenting$on$how$people$
assess$school$district$quality,$that$the$reputation$–$or$“word$on$the$street”$matters$most,$even$
more$than$the$plethora$of$tangible$data$available$online.$“I$think$anybody$who$is$college$
educated$who$has$young$kids$and$is$looking$for$a$house,$while$they$may$be$looking$at$it’s$a$nice$
area,$it’s$close$to$the$city,$it’s$a$train$ride$to$the$city,$I$think$as$they’re$doing$that$assessment$
they’re$assessing$the)reputation$of$the$school$district”.$$
$ Even$this$school$district$official,$who$is$a$strong$advocate$for$his$district$and$a$firm$
believer$in$the$“quality”$of$education$available$there,$questioned$the$“value”$of$the$homes$sold$
in$his$district$and$admitted$that$“reputation,”$or$the$social$construction$of$school$quality$–$as$
opposed$to$(or$in$conjunction$with)$tangible$data$–$is$what$drives$the$housing$market.$In$the$
next$theme$on$“associations”$we$explore$these$issues$of$“reputation”$as$they$relate$to$who$lives$
in$a$given$school$district.$$$
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When)Location,)Location,)Location)Means)Association,)Association,)Association)
$ The$interesting$aspect$of$this$theme$emerging$from$our$data$is$that$at$its$deepest$level,$
the$understanding$of$what$a$particular$house$is$“worth”$often$times$about$much$more$than$the$
decontextualized,$rational$assessment$of$the$value$of$a$piece$of$property$and$the$home$built$
upon$it.$Furthermore,$it$does$not$always$map$perfectly$onto$the$test$scores$or$other$outcome$
variables$of$the$students$enrolled$in$the$respective$school$districts.$Rather,$the$evaluation$is$
often$about$who$lives$there$and$the$status$of$those$people$in$the$larger$society$as$well$as$within$
the$local$context.$$
$ This$space$of$social$construction$of$a$school$district’s$reputation$and$value$is$where$
tangibleZintangible$disconnections$can$occur.$This$is$best$illustrated$by$one$Asian$mother$who$
we$interviewed,$who$is$involved$in$the$PTA$in$her$local$school$district,$which$is$highly$ranked$in$
terms$of$student$outcomes$but$is$not$one$of$the$most$affluent$districts$in$the$county.$She$
compared$her$district$to$another,$nearby$district$in$which$the$residents$are$wealthier$and$the$
percentage$of$students$in$the$schools$who$are$white$is$higher.$She$estimated$that$the$price$
difference$between$two$similar$houses$on$opposite$sides$of$these$school$districts’$shared$
boundary$would$be$about$$200,000,$and$that$she$had$heard$that$even$a$small$house$in$the$
other$district$could$cost$as$much$as$one$million$dollars.$
$ At$the$same$time,$she$said$she$thought$the$curriculum$and$grading$standards$in$her$
school$district$were$much$“tougher”$than$in$the$neighboring$district$with$the$higher$priced$
homes.$$She$then$implied$that$houses$in$this$less$rigorous,$but$more$affluent$school$district$are$
more$expensive$because$of$who$the$people$are$on$either$side$of$the$boundary$line.$She$also$
noted$that$in$the$more$affluent,$less$academically$rigorous$district,$children$are$able$to$stand$out$
easier$among$their$peers$due$to$less$competition.$She$noted,$for$instance,$that$in$her$district,$
the$student$population$is$now$more$than$50$percent$$Asian$and$the$course$taking$patterns$of$
these$students,$many$of$whom$are$children$of$recent$immigrants,$is$increasingly$competitive$
and$rigorous.$She$noted$that$this$neighboring$district$is$“more$wealthy”$and$more$doctors$and$
bankers$live$there.$She$added$that$it$is$“More$usually$WASP.”$The$result$is$that$although$the$
district$with$the$larger$Asian$population$regularly$“beats”$the$more$WASPy$district$in$terms$of$
test$scores$and$other$tangible$factors,$the$WASPy$district$has$a$reputation$for$being$an$
expensive,$more$exclusive$and$desirable$place$to$live.$$
A$parent$residing$in$another$district,$very$much$like$the$WASPy$one$described$above$
noted$that$when$she$first$moved$into$this$district$with$its$strong$reputation$and$high$property$
values,$there$was$no$diversity.$She$noted,$“When$I$got$here$I$felt$like$everybody$was$the$same.$$
Everybody$was$blonde$and$blue$eyed$and$WASPy$and$American.$$Really$like$there$was$no$
other…”$Still,$this$mother$noted$that$in$recent$years,$there$has$been$some$change$as$different$
people$have$moved$in$“where$now$we’re$much$more$diverse$than$we$were.$$In$the$last$ten$
years$a$tremendous$amount$of…you$know$we$have$a$lot$of$Greeks,$we$have$a$lot$of$Spanish,$we$
have$a$lot$of$Asians.$$There$are$all$kinds$of$people$moving$in,$which$is$so$nice$that$there’s$a$little$
bit$of$something$different.”$$$
Yet$even$as$this$mother$embraced$some$degree$of$diversity$in$her$school$district,$she$
was$quick$to$note$that$only$certain$types$of$racial/ethnic$diversity$were$allowed$and$valued.$
Thus,$when$asked$if$this$demographic$change$in$her$district$implied$that$in$the$near$future$it$
may$look$much$like$the$neighboring$school$district$with$its$overwhelmingly$black$and$Latino$
student$population,$she$quickly$replied:$“Oh$no.$No.$No.$$We$would$never$be$like$that,$no.$$I$just$
think$it’s$more$open$now$than$it$once$was,$but$I$think$that’s$true$of$the$whole$world.”$
This$last$findings$section$helps$us$consider$the$ways$in$which$the$reputation$and$
perception$of$different$communities$and$school$districts$on$Long$Island$is$strongly$related$to$
who$lives$there.$This$has$strong$implications$for$the$ways$in$which$racial$segregation$interact$
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with$inequality$in$terms$of$tangible$distinctions$–$student$outcomes,$funding$levels$and$
resources$–$across$school$district$boundary$lines.$$
Such$perceptions$of$place$and$race$are$documented$in$other$literature$outside$the$field$
of$education.$What$we$have$accomplished$in$this$inZdepth$study$of$one$fragmented$and$divided$
suburban$county$is$how$difficult$it$is$to$create$and$sustain$racially$and$ethnically$diverse$
suburban$communities$because$the$divisions$are$so$great.$In$the$last$section$of$the$report$
below,$we$briefly$discuss$some$possible$solutions$to$the$impending$fiscal$and$educational$crisis$
in$thousands$of$suburban$communities$across$the$country.$$
$
Section#Five:#
Implications#and#Possibilities#
In$prior$publications$from$this$research$and$other$writings$by$the$authors$of$this$report,$
top$policy$recommendations$for$addressing$separate$and$unequal$suburban$school$districts$and$
communities$have$included$the$consolidation$of$the$tiny,$fiscally$fragile$and$economically$
unviable$school$district$into$one$or$two$countyZwide$districts.$Another$popular$recommendation$
has$been$to$promote$more$interZdistrict,$voluntary$integration$plans.$$
In$this$report,$after$collecting$and$analyzing$reams$of$quantitative$and$qualitative$data,$
we$are$less$optimistic$that$these$are$still$the$most$important$recommendations$to$make.$While$
consolidation$of$small$districts$would$no$doubt$alleviate$some$of$the$fiscal$pressure$that$tiny,$
fragmented$suburban$school$districts$now$experience,$the$vehement$political$opposition$to$
consolidating$school$districts$that$are$so$deeply$divided$in$terms$of$their$material$and$
reputational$resources$suggests$this$is$not$going$to$occur$any$time$soon.$$The$data$and$findings$
in$this$report$help$us$understand$why.$$
$ Thus,$while$increased$efforts$to$consolidate$the$“back$office”$or$administrative$functions$
of$school$districts$in$counties$such$as$Nassau$are$moving$forward$with$some$success,$the$
resistance$to$wholesale$consolidation$of$students,$district$names$and$identities$and$tax$bases$is$
fierce$and$came$through$loud$and$clear$in$the$vast$majority$of$interviews$we$conducted.$$
$ Similarly,$efforts$to$implement$interZdistrict$school$desegregation$such$as$the$magnet$
school$programs$developed$by$the$Nassau$County$BOCES$are$worthwhile$and$have$brought$
students$from$different$backgrounds$and$unequal$school$districts$together.$But$the$
demographic$sea$change$occurring$in$the$public$schools$on$Long$Island,$coupled$with$several$
factors$–$the$Perfect$Storm$–$that$are$working$against$the$sustainability$off$all$suburban$districts,$
particularly$those$that$are$the$most$diverse,$mean$that$such$interdistrict$schools$and$programs$
will$most$likely$only$address$a$small$part$of$the$problem$of$separate$and$unequal$schools.$$
$ Indeed,$what$has$become$increasingly$clear$to$us$in$working$on$this$research$is$that$
unless$more$is$done$to$change$the$way$in$which$we$rank,$measure$and$evaluate$racially$and$
ethnically$diverse$public$schools$and$districts,$we$will$never$solve$the$problem$of$separate$and$
unequal$public$education$in$the$new$American$suburbia.$$
& As&is&clear&from&our&data,&metropolitan&migration&patterns&will&create&racially&and&
ethnically&diverse&suburbs&as&the&trading&places&phenomena&plays&out.&The&question&is&whether&
we&can&sustain&and&support&these&diverse&communities&amid&the&migration&patterns.&If&not,&the&
future&does&not&bode&well&for&much&of&suburbia&or&for&our&diverse&country&as&a&whole.&&
$ As$long$as$racial$and$ethnic$dividing$lines$exist$and$those$districts$that$are$either$
predominantly$black$and$Latino$or$becoming$more$diverse$in$that$direction$are$perceived$to$be$
lower$quality,$even$when$their$outcome$data$–$more$broadly$measured$–$to$not$warrant$that$
distinction$–$the$cycle$of$segregation$will$continue$to$repeat$itself.$$
$ Furthermore,$as$we$demonstrated$in$Section$4$of$this$report,$when$the$status$and$
reputation$of$a$community$is$more$closely$tied$to$the$race$and$income$of$the$residents$than$
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what$is$occurring$in$terms$of$the$teaching$and$learning$in$the$public$schools,$then$the$cycle$of$
segregation$will$again$repeat$itself.$$
$ If$we$can$support$efforts$to$sustain$racially$and$ethnically$diverse$school$districts$and$to$
stabilize$their$residential$and$student$populations,$and$find$value$in$that$diversity$as$an$
important$factor$in$preparing$children$for$the$21st$Century.$The$future$of$our$increasingly$diverse$
country$requires$policy$makers$and$leaders$from$DC$to$Albany$to$Valley$Stream$to$do$the$
following:$$
$
Policy#Makers#Should#Embrace#and#Capitalize#on#Changing#Racial#Attitudes#in#the#U.S.#
Particularly#Among#the#Younger#Generations.##
Despite$the$policy$trends$and$individual$choices$that$have$led$to$onZgoing$patterns$of$
segregation$in$both$urban$and$suburban$communities,$a$growing$body$of$literature$indicates$
that$a$substantial$proportion$of$our$postZCivil$Rights$society$strongly$values$and$desires$
exposure$to$diverse$environments$as$an$assetZ$both$in$and$outside$of$schools$(Powell,$2002;$
Adair,$2005;$Orfield,$2001;$Wells$et.al,$2009,$Stillman,$2012;$LacirenoZPaquet$&$Brantley,$2012).$
Indeed,$in$the$midst$of$increasing$immigration$and$changing$demographics,$Americans$of$all$
racial$and$ethnic$groups$are$increasingly$likely$to$be$accepting$of$cultural$differences$and$to$view$
diversity$in$social$situations$as$a$positive$characteristic$(Alba$and$Nee,$2003;$Krysan$and$Faison,$
2011).$$
The$extent$to$which$racial$attitudes$and$perceptions$of$racial$inequality$have$changed$
over$time,$particularly$since$the$Civil$Rights$Movement,$varies$considerably$by$respondents’$
racial$background.$Although$all$respondents$are$increasingly$likely$to$value$diverse$
neighborhoods,$school,$and$social$groups,$attitudes$among$whites$have$changed$more,$simply$
due$to$the$fact$that$nonZwhite$respondents$have$favored$diversity$for$longer$and$in$larger$
number$than$whites$in$recent$decades$(Alba$and$Nee,$2003;$Krysan$and$Faison,$2011;$Louie,$
2005).$$
Although$diverse,$integrated$spaces$are$becoming$more$socially$desirable,$our$society$is$
still$quite$divided$in$terms$of$their$perceptions$of$how$far$we$still$have$to$go$to$achieve$racial$
equality.$While$nearly$all$whites$dismiss$ideas$that$blacks$in$particular$are$less$intelligent$and$
hardworking$than$whites,$and$fewer$oppose$interracial$marriage,$whites$are$increasingly$less$
likely$to$believe$that$blacks$continue$to$experience$racial$discrimination$as$a$result$of$structural$
inequality$and$a$history$of$slavery$and$oppression$(Krysan$and$Faison,$2011).$Black$respondents,$
on$the$other$hand,$tend$to$report$that$these$issues$are$still$very$much$a$problem$in$spite$of$
shifts$in$racial$politics$since$the$mid$21st$Century$(Krysan$and$Faison,$2011;$Louie,$2005).$Asian$
and$Hispanic$respondents$also$cite$experiencing$discrimination$due$to$their$race,$however,$to$a$
somewhat$lesser$extent$than$among$blacks$or$other$phenotypically$darkZskinned$individuals$
(Alba$and$Nee,$2003).$It$seems$that$among$whites$in$particular,$conversations$around$valuing$
and$pursuing$diversity$in$schools,$neighborhoods,$and$other$institutions$has$focused$less$and$
less$on$this$goal$as$a$way$to$address$past$injustices$(Kasitinz$et.al.,$2008).$$
Addressing$these$racial$divides$on$issues$of$past$injustices$and$onZgoing$structural$
inequality$are$best$addressed$through$crossZracial$dialogue$and$understanding.$The$need$sustain$
racially$and$ethnically$diverse$communities$is$vital$to$our$future$as$a$diverse$democracy.$$
Attitudes)about)Diverse)Schools:)Policies)Are)out)of)Step)
Paralleled$with$these$shifts$in$racial$attitudes,$desire$for$diverse$learning$spaces$has$
grown$in$recent$decades.$Despite$the$many$challenges$and$shortcomings$associated$with$the$
introduction$of$school$desegregation$across$the$U.S.,$research$has$shown$that$in$the$decades$
following$the$implementation$of$these$policies,$interracial$contact$slowly$increased$and$racism$
among$whites$declined$(Clotfelter,$2001).$Furthermore,$a$substantial$body$of$work$indicates$that$
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students$who$attended$racially$diverse$schools$are$more$likely$to$exhibit$progressive$attitudes$
toward$members$of$other$racial$groups$(Wells$et.al.,$2009).$As$our$society$becomes$more$
diverse$racially$and$ethnically,$support$for$integrated$schools$has$only$grown$stronger.$
According$to$a$recent$Newsweek$Survey,$71%$of$all$respondents$fell$that$it$increasing$diversity$
and$integration$in$public$schools$is$important$to$their$improvement.$This$number$was$higher$
among$African$American$and$Hispanic$respondents$than$among$whites,$but$is$much$higher$
among$whites$than$in$previous$years$(Cose,$2004).$In$fact,$parents$who$are$choosing$schools$for$
their$young$children$commonly$reference$their$desire$for$diversity$as$a$factor$in$the$decisionZ
making$process$(Stillman,$2012;$LacirenoZPaquet$&$Brantley,$2012).$
However,$recent$research$has$also$shown$that$even$when$parents$consider$diversity$to$
be$a$benefit,$they$still$tend$to$choose$schools$that$are$homogenous,$oftentimes$citing$measures$
of$school$quality$as$the$most$important$factor$in$making$their$decisions$(LacirenoZPaquet$&$
Brantley,$2012,$Wells$and$Roda,$2013).$And$somewhat$paradoxically,$support$for$policies$such$as$
busing$and$raceZconscious$assignment$has$actually$declined$since$desegregation$policies$were$
first$implemented.$Public$policies$have$shifted$as$well$to$emphasize$school$choice$and$
accountability$above$equity$minded$policies$that$promote$diverse$schools.$Furthermore,$the$
public$school$choice$process$is$complicated$by$increasing$inequality,$stark$segregation,$and$
narrow$definitions$of$“school$quality”$that$align$with$demographic$characteristics$of$schools.$
The$unfortunate$reality$is,$therefore,$that$even$for$parents$who$prefer$diverse$schools,$these$
structural$challenges$make$finding$and$choosing$these$schools$very$difficult$(Wells$et.al.;$2009;$
LacirenoZPaquet,$2013).$$Such$findings$lead$to$our$next$set$of$implications.$$
More#Specific#Policies#to#Support#Racially#and#Ethnically#Diverse#Communities#and#Public#
Schools:$$
Actually$efforts$to$stabilize$diverse$suburban$communities$date$back$several$decades$in$
places$like$Oak$Park,$Illinois$outside$of$Chicago;$Shaker$Heights,$Ohio,$which$borders$Cleveland;$
or$MaplewoodZSouth$Orange$near$Newark,$New$Jersey.$These$suburban$communities$and$
several$others$set$out$several$decades$ago,$working$with$local$realtors$to$assure$that$as$Blacks$
and$Hispanics$moved$in,$white$residents$did$not$flee$en$mass,$creating$a$downward$spiral$of$
lower$property$values,$tax$revenue$and$local$services.$Each$of$these$communities$has$been$
successful$in$maintaining$their$racial$and$ethnic$diversity$without$massive$white$and$middleZ
class$flight,$and$they$now$serve$as$beacons$of$hope$for$a$growing$number$of$suburban$
communities$trying$to$do$the$same.$$
The$Oak$Park$Regional$Housing$Center,$a$nonZprofit$organization$that$has$assisted$in$
connecting$renters$and$property$owners$to$help$racially$balance$neighborhoods$for$the$last$40$
years.$Rob$Braymeier,$the$executive$director$of$the$Oak$Park$Regional$Housing$Center$has$
noticed$a$large$upswing$in$inquiries$from$suburban$communities$across$the$country,$which$he$
attributes$to$two$factors:$First,$the$movement$of$the$Baby$Boomers$and$Boomlet$to$the$cities$
has$made$people$think$about$“what$is$going$on$in$suburbs.”$
Secondly,$the$Obama$Administration$has$been$more$proZactive$than$any$administrations$
in$years$in$enforcing$federal$antiZdiscrimination$laws.$A$good$example$is$the$2009$Westchester$
County$fairZhousing$case,$which$ended$in$a$court$order$for$this$suburban$county,$just$north$of$
New$York$City,$to$build$more$mixedZincome$housing$in$its$most$affluent$communities.$In$2013,$
U.S.$Department$of$Housing$and$Urban$Development$(HUD)$officials$withdrew$about$7.4$million$
dollars$in$federal$grants$earmarked$for$Westchester,$accusing$the$county$of$failing$to$comply$
with$the$order.$While$Westchester$officials$argue$that$HUD$is$overreaching,$the$Obama$
Administration’s$actions$in$this$case$have$put$local$communities$on$notice$about$fair$housing$
enforcement.$
An#Old#Movement#in#New#Times##
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For$Braymaier$and$others$who$have$been$doing$this$work$for$decades,$the$uptake$in$
interest$in$diverse$suburbs$signals$not$a$“new”$movement,$but$the$resurgence$of$an$old$one$
whose$time$has$finally$come.$In$fact,$when$the$Oak$Park$Regional$Housing$Center$was$founded$
in$the$1970s,$many$Midwestern$and$Northeastern$suburbs$were$working$to$stabilize$diverse$
communities.$Organizations$such$as$the$National$Conference$of$Christians$and$Jews,$(now$the$
National$Conference$of$Communities$and$Justice),$brought$people$from$diverse$suburbs$and$
towns$together$to$share$strategies.$But$the$momentum$waned$in$the$1980s$when$many$older$
innerZring$suburbs$became$predominantly$Black$and$the$Federal$government$turned$its$back.$$
Hence$the$changes$within$HUD$under$this$administration$are$seen$as$more$than$
symbolic.$Advocates$of$diverse$suburbs$argue$that$much$like$the$Civil$Rights$Movement$of$the$
1960s,$their$grassroots$efforts$require$simultaneous$support$from$the$federal$government.$In$
the$Philadelphia$metro$area,$several$southwestern$suburban$townships$came$together$to$found$
Building$One$Pennsylvania,$a$state$chapter$of$Building$One$America,$and$they$have$been$
successful$in$working$with$HUD$officials$to$develop$a$“mobility$program.”$This$program$assures$
lowZincome$recipients$of$federal$rent$assistant$vouchers,$known$as$Section$Eight$vouchers,$are$
not$concentrated$in$one$or$two$townships,$but$spread$across$several$suburbs.$$$
The$federal$Section$8$housing$voucher$program$for$lowZincome$families$can$too$easily$
become$another$mechanism$of$“racial$and$socioZeconomic$segregation”$unless$a$proZactive$
effort$is$make$to$help$voucher$recipients$find$housing$in$$“high$opportunity”$communities.$A$
proactive$stance$on$the$part$of$HUD$officials$to$staff$local$housing$authority$offices$with$
counselors$to$help$move$more$Section$8$families$into$the$affluent$areas$of$the$suburban$
counties$is$needed.$$
Still,$there$is$only$so$much$the$Obama$Administration$can$do$absent$support$from$
Congress.$In$fact,$some$of$the$HUD’s$most$innovative$programs$were$cut$during$the$federal$
budget$sequestration$of$2013.$Just$one$important$example$is$the$Sustainable$Communities$
Initiative$or$SCI,$which$was$a$partnership$between$HUD,$the$Department$of$Transportation$and$
the$Environmental$Protection$Agency$(EPA)$to$fund$hundreds$of$communities$across$the$country$
to$develop$master$plans$for$economically$strong,$environmentally$sustainable,$and$“inclusive”$
communities.$Unfortunately,$the$sequester$and$a$lack$of$Congressional$support$has$ended$the$
SCI$program$after$the$initial$planning$stage.$$
According$to$people$working$within$these$SCI$communities,$the$planning$grants$were$
invaluable$in$bringing$different$stakeholders$throughout$a$region$together$–$often$for$the$first$
time$–$to$think$about$growth,$development$and$diversity.$Unfortunately,$these$project$lack$
federal$funds$to$move$forward$and$implement$their$plans.$Ironically,$it$is$that$regional$planning$
“work”$of$the$SGI$grantees$that$is$most$needed$to$sustain$already$diverse$suburbs.$$
From#Addressing#Discrimination#to#Sustainability#and#Revitalization##
This$shift$in$focus$from$addressing$issues$of$racial$discrimination$to$revitalizing$suburbs$
that$are$already$racially$diverse$is$the$growing$trend$in$innerZring$and$older$suburbs.$As$Jay$
Readey$of$the$Chicago$Lawyer’s$Committee$for$Civil$Rights$notes,$the$most$important$question$
for$advocates$of$diverse$communities$to$ponder$these$days$is$“how$do$you$go$beyond$enforcing$
fair$housing$complaints$to$more$affirmatively$sustaining$diverse$communities?”$$
In$Shaker$Heights,$Ohio,$which$been$proZactive$on$housing$integration$for$decades,$this$
shift$is$obvious.$“We$don’t$talk$so$much$about$neighborhood$integration$anymore,$we$talk$
about$stabilization$and$revitalization,”$said$Lisa$GoldZScott,$Housing$Attorney$for$Shaker$Heights.$$
A$longZstanding$home$loan$program$called$Fund$for$the$Future$was$established$in$
Shaker$in$the$1980s$to$assist$home$buyers$in$making$“proZintegrative”$moves$into$
neighborhoods$in$which$they$would$contribute$to$racial$balance.$But$after$the$mortgage$lending$
crisis$in$2008,$credit$became$tighter$and$more$homes$were$converted$to$rentals$units$as$the$
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recession$continued.$By$2012,$the$Fund$for$the$Future$was$no$longer$a$viable$model$for$
sustaining$a$racially$diverse$and$mixedZincome$community.$$
Now,$Shaker$Heights,$with$support$from$HUD$and$local$nonZprofits,$is$focused$on$
revitalization$efforts$including$rehabbing$vacant$lots$and$foreclosed$houses.$They$are$building$
playgrounds$and$gardens$in$spaces$where$abandoned$houses$once$stood$and$rehabbing$old$
retail$establishments$that$once$housed$auto$repair$shops$to$make$office$space$for$startZup$tech$
companies.$According$to$GoldZScott,$the$sustainability$of$older$suburbs$like$Shaker$Heights$goes$
well$beyond$ensuring$fair$housing$now$that$the$demographics$have$changed$so$much.$She$notes$
that$when$you$have$safe$healthy$homes$and$vibrant$business$districts,$it$has$a$ripple$effect$on$
the$whole$community.$Thus,$while$the$tactics$to$sustain$diverse$communities$may$change$over$
time,$the$work$is$never$done:$“It$is$a$neverZending$process,$and$you$can’t$just$rest$on$your$
laurels,”$GoldZScott$said.$$
The$idea$that$the$work$of$sustaining$diverse$suburbs$is$neverZending$and$everZevolving$
is$echoed$in$other$contexts,$including$MaplewoodZSouth$Orange$in$New$Jersey$where$Nancy$
Gagnier$is$the$Executive$Director$of$the$Community$Coalition$on$Race.$Modeled$after$the$Fund$
for$the$Future,$MaplewoodZSouth$Orange$established$a$loan$program$in$the$later$1990s$called$
Prism$(ProZintegration$Supplemental$Money),$which$provided$lowZinterest$loans$to$homebuyers$
to$purchase$on$streets$where$their$racial/ethnic$group$was$underrepresented.$In$recent$years,$
Prism,$like$Fund$for$the$Future,$has$evolved$into$a$home$improvement$loan$program$to$help$
community$members$hit$hardest$by$the$mortgage$crisis$and$recession$keep$up$their$home’s$
external$appearances.$$
The$Coalition$also$formed$a$Realtor$Advisory$Group$to$test$how$realtors$reacted$to$
prospective$home$buyers$of$different$racial$ethnic$groups.$This$effort$has$evolved$as$well,$as$fair$
housing$laws$have$greatly$restricted$what$real$estate$agents$can$say$to$prospective$buyers$about$
race.$Ironically,$some$of$the$same$advocacy$groups$that$once$wanted$the$tighter$restrictions$on$
how$realtors$could$talk$about$race$to$prevent$racial$steering$now$bemoan$the$fact$that$these$
restrictions$forbid$realtors$who$understand$the$benefits$of$diverse$communities$and$schools$to$
talk$about$diversity$as$a$selling$point.$$
The#Housing9School#Nexus##
So$in$MaplewoodZSouth$Orange$the$Realtor$Advisory$Group$now$holds$meetings$with$
the$local$real$estate$agents$and$school$officials$about$which$neighborhoods$are$the$hardest$to$
sell$and$how$that$relates$to$perceptions$of$the$public$schools.$They$then$recruit$enthusiastic$
parents$from$those$schools$to$give$prospective$buyers$a$tour.$“These$school$tours$are$given$by$
people$who$love$the$town$and$can$say$a$lot$more$about$racial$diversity$than$a$realtor$can,”$said$
Gagnier.$$$
Such$connections$between$residential$patterns$and$perceptions$of$the$quality$of$diverse$
public$schools$are$critical.$According$to$Gagnier,$“housing$policy$is$school$policy.”$$
And$while$many$supporters$of$communities$like$MaplewoodZSouth$Orange$are$happy$to$
see$HUD$promoting$inclusive$suburbs,$they$bemoan$the$dominant$education$reform$efforts$of$
the$last$30$years,$which$they$see$as$working$against$diverse$public$schools.$By$promoting$a$
narrow$set$of$accountability$measures$that$strongly$correlate$with$race$and$social$class$of$the$
students,$schools$that$are$more$diverse$often$have$“worse”$outcomes$on$these$narrow$
measures,$thus$lowering$their$rankings,$even$if$there$are$good$schools.$
According$to$Paul$Scully$at$Building$One$America,$the$“biggest$area$of$frustration$is$the$
Department$of$Education,”$which$is$seen$as$doing$nothing$to$help$promote$racially$and$
ethnically$diverse$schools$despite$much$research$evidence$they$best$prepare$children$for$the$
21st$Century$economy$and$global$society.$
Educational#Policies#for#the#21st#Century##
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The$courts$have$ruled$the$“educational$benefits”$of$diverse$universities,$schools$and$
classrooms$constitute$an$important,$compelling$governmental$interest.$$Such$diverse$learning$
environments,$the$courts$noted,$better$prepare$students$for$a$global$society$by$reducing$racial$
stereotypes$and$fostering$crossZracial$understanding.$These$rulings$were$predicated$in$part$on$a$
growing$body$of$research$across$several$fields,$including$mathematics$and$science,$that$show$
people$working$in$racially$and$ethnically$diverse$groups$come$up$with$better$solutions$to$
problems.$American$corporations$have$been$inspired$by$this$research$to$provide$employees$
with$trainings$on$problem$solving$and$diversity$–$strategies$most$of$our$most$of$our$schools$are$
not$teaching.$$
If$our$demographic$destiny,$solid$research$evidence,$employers’$demands,$and$the$U.S.$
Supreme$Court$do$not$provide$policy$makers$with$enough$incentive$to$promote$racial$and$ethnic$
diversity$in$our$public$schools,$then$changing$racial$attitudes$should.$As$we$noted$above,$opinion$
polls$and$interviews$show$that$a$growing$number$of$white$Americans,$especially$young$adults,$
harbor$less$racial$prejudice$than$whites$of$a$prior$generation.$
In$addition,$as$we$also$note$above,$the$percentage$of$Americans$who$support$students$
of$different$racial$and$ethnic$backgrounds$attending$the$same$schools$has$increased$
dramatically$–$at$least$in$terms$of$what$people$say$since$the$1950s.$Young$adults,$who$are$more$
likely$to$have$attended$diverse$schools$and$have$children$in$public$schools$today,$express$the$
most$support$for$racially$integrated$schools$and$classrooms.$$$
Placing#Far#Less#Emphasis#on#Narrow#Measures#of#Achievement.##
The$current$heavy$emphasis$on$standardized$tests$is$detrimental$to$good$teaching$that$
engages$students$in$creative$ways.$For$students$who$live$and$will$work$in$a$racially$diverse$and$
culturally$complex$society,$this$strong$emphasis$on$discrete$bits$of$standardized$knowledge$and$
information$is$even$more$problematic.$The$current$colorblind$policy$focus$on$standardized$
testing$as$the$almost$exclusive$measure$of$highZachieving$students$and$good$schools$and$
teachers$does$an$educational$disservice$to$students$of$all$racial$and$ethnic$backgrounds.$$
Such$understandings$work$against$racially$diverse$schools$in$ways$that$are$unfair$and$
erroneous$and$often$lead$to$a$selfZfulfilling$prophecy$via$a$downward$spiral$of$diverse$schools$as$
students$with$more$resources$and$higher$test$scores$leave.$Nearly$20$years$ago,$Elmore$and$
Fuhrman$predicted$this$downward$spiral$of$more$diverse$schools$measured$by$narrow,$nonZ
diverse$measures.$As$state$testing$regimes$were$first$being$implemented,$they$noted$that$
because$prior$student$academic$achievement$and$students’$social$class$are$still$the$strongest$
predictors$of$how$well$a$given$school$will$do$on$academic$achievement$measures,$“focusing$
state$policy$on$student$performance$might$simply$concentrate$highZachieving$students$in$a$few$
schools,$thereby$aggravating$current$disparities$in$the$racial$and$socioeconomic$composition$of$
schools”$(Elmore$and$Furman,$1995).$Research$my$colleagues$and$I$conducted$on$racially$diverse$
high$schools$from$the$1970s$revealed$that$many$of$these$schools$had$“good”$reputations.$
$We$learned$from$our$historical$case$studies$of$these$schools,$however,$that$school$
reputations$are$incredibly$fragile$and$need$to$be$bolstered—and$not$undercut—by$federal$and$
state$policies$intended$to$hold$schools$accountable.$Indeed,$given$everything$that$racially$
diverse$schools$have$working$against$them$in$a$racially$segregated$and$unequal$society,$such$
policies$should$support$these$schools$and$not$contribute$to$their$demise$(Wells$and$Holme,$
2005).$$$
Final#Word## ))
It$is$time$for$21st$Century$policymakers$to$consider$broader,$realZworld$accountability$
measures$that$more$accurately$reflect$the$range$of$experiences$of$students$need$within$a$
racially$and$culturally$diverse$society.$How$might$our$public$schools$–$suburban$and$urban$ZZ$
better$prepare$the$next$generation$of$Americans$for$life$and$work$in$culturally$complex$and$
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global$society?$Research,$parents’$intuition$and$common$sense$suggest$that$this$mission$is$best$
accomplished$in$schools$that$more$accurately$reflect$the$cultural$diversity$of$our$increasingly$
complex$society.$
It$is$time$for$more$policy$makers$to$embrace$the$racial,$ethnic$and$cultural$complexity$of$
our$KZ12$student$population$and$endorse$policies$that$support$diverse$schools$and$crossZcultural$
learning.$$$A$first$step$would$be$to$decrease$the$emphasis$on$narrow$measures$of$student$
achievement$–$e.g.$standardized$test$scores$–$as$the$only$way$to$define$“good”$students$and$
“good”$schools.$$In$other$words,$policy$makers$should$rethink$what$they$are$holding$schools$
accountable$for$and$whether$they$think$preparing$students$for$a$global$society$is$one$aspect$of$a$
quality$education.$$
If$preparing$the$next$generation$to$cross$cultural$boundaries$and$work$in$a$global$
economy$is$a$priority,$policy$makers$should$also$support$housing$policies$that$sustain$diverse$
communities$and$schools.$Through$scattered$site$moderateZincome$housing$or$programs$to$
support$stability$in$the$housing$markets$of$increasingly$diverse$1st$and$2nd$suburbs,$policy$makers$
and$community$members$must$act$on$the$changing$racial$attitudes$in$this$country$to$tear$down$
decadesZold$structures$of$inequality$and$segregation.$Assuring$equal$access$to$neighborhoods$
and$schools$for$families$or$all$backgrounds$is$first$step$toward$embracing$the$potential$of$the$
most$racially$and$ethnically$diverse$democracy$in$the$world.$Assuring$existing$residents$and$their$
resources$–$tangible$and$intangible$ZZ$to$support$public$schools$stay$is$a$second$important$step.$$$
$$
$ $
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